3rd CANNABIS
STAKEHOLDER
MEETING
May 30th
Strawhouse in
Big Flat

Upbeat Downriver
Stakeholder Meeting

Big Flat -- Although Aprill 11th was overcast and chilly the historical 2nd meeting
was anything but gloomy! Trinity’s Supervisors Chairwoman Judy Morris and District
5 Supervisor John Fenley joined over 60 attendees at the Strawhouse Restaurant & Resort to discuss solutions and compliance for
the cannabis industry. Stakeholders included
civil rights and cannabis business attorneys, a
local physician, concerned citizens and those
involved in the cannabis industry. Unlike
many stakeholder meetings held throughout the state, Trinity’s meetings are open to
engagement by the public. Patrick Murphy
and Isaiah O’Donnell, policy leaders in the
Humboldt ordinance initiative, briefed on the
progress in Humboldt. Civil rights attorney
and founder of California Cannabis Voice
Matt Kumin spoke on the specific legalities
of closed-loop cooperatives and collectives
and rights of caretakers and patients. Kumin
also discussed the lobbying group Drug Policy Alliance, a George Soros financed lobbying group, that is backing the legalization of
recreational cannabis use with an upcoming
statewide initiative. At present this $15 million dollar initiative does not provide inclusion and protections for medical cannabis use
and cultivation which is of a deep concern to
the industry in Humboldt, Trinity and Mendocino which supports sun grown medicinal
cannabis. Prop 215, passed in 1996 by 56%
of California’s voters, to allow for use and
cultivation of medicinal cannabis, could be
eliminated by any initiative that re-addresses
Continued on pg 6

WATER FLOWS
FREELY FROM
USFS TO
CORPORATE
POCKETS

Palm Springs-- Reporter Ian
James broke a telling expose in
The Desert Sun newspaper revealing that the United States Forest
Service has allowed corporations
like Nestle (a Swiss held foreign
company) to draw water with virtually no governmental oversight.
Permits remain un-renewed and
NEPA (National Environmental
Protection Act) required studies
sit long expired. James wites:
While Nestle’s expired permit
hasn’t been scrutinized in nearly
three decades, some other water
users have been required to cut
back. In the mid-2000s, as part of
a regional review, the Forest Service went through the permits of
hundreds of cabins on land in the
national forest and reexamined
their use of water from creeks. In
Barton Flats, for instance, dozens of cabin owners were told
they could no longer draw water
from Barton Creek; instead, they
would have to use wells or install
tanks and truck in water. Cabin
owners spent thousands of dollars putting in tanks.
“Some of these people had been
using the water with water rights
for 80 years, and it was very
costly to make the change. Nestle
takes more water from the stream
in one day than the total of all of
those cabin owners in a year,”
Loe said. “It’s just so unfair.”
Locally, in Trinity County, the
USFS and the BLM (US Bureau
of Land Management) have been
shutting off all long term water
sites to local use regardless of the
hardship to local residents. It’s
time for Trinity to lay claim to its
1st rights for adequate water use.

CORRUPTION:
BIDS FOR SALE
Weaverville-- In January, the Trinity
County Transportation office called
McCullough Construction, Inc. telling
them they were the lowest bidder and
that they needed their insurance information that they were bonded with a
1 Million Dollar Liability policy and
they needed the information by Monday to move ahead with the project.
McCullough provided this information
so they could start the job by February
2015. Director of Transportation Richard Tippett said that after the bids were
read that there were questions as to the
instructions/job to be done. Keep in

From the Transportation Web site:
Wildwood Road Bridge Replacement
The County will receive sealed bids
for Wildwood Road Bridge 5C-246
Replacement Project at 4:00 p.m.,
January 8, 2015 Should two or more
bids come up the same; the project will be awarded to the lowest
responsive bidder.
mind that the bids were read and every
Contractor received a copy of all the
Bids. As late as April 6, 2015 the dept.
was receiving letters from Contractors
continued on page 6

California Dumps a
Trillion Gallons of
Fresh Water in Ocean
– Declares Water
Shortage
By Scott Osborn

70 percent of California’s rainfall
“washes out to sea” every year..for a
minnow. The destruction is horrific.
Businesses lost, property values lost,
jobs lost, crop production lost, food cost
increases, just to begin. Presidential
hopeful Carly Fiorina recently weighed
in on the subject. She said that as a result, 70 percent of California’s rainfall
“washes out to sea” every year…California is a classic case of liberals being willing to sacrifice other people’s
lives and livelihoods at the altar of their
ideology. It is a tragedy,” The Climate
Change, Save the Whale, Hug the Tree,
Save the Baitfish crowd consistently
uses a false narrative to to accomplish
their political agenda. Now scientists
are predicting a 35 year mega-drought
in the West. Species laws are being used
to force a political agenda, and in the
continued on pg 5

continued on page 8
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Land for the People: Alaska Passes Bill
Returning State Land from Feds

By 21wire & KTVA CBS 11 News
Juneau -- All across the western states, a grass-roots movement has risen to reclaim constitutionally mandated public lands from federal government control. Presently, resolutions and bills are
in motion is Nevada, Arizona, Utah, New Mexico and now Alaska. For decades, significant clashes between the western states and the federal government over public land jurisdiction and ownership have led states to press the issue concerning some 700 million acres of federally controlled
‘public lands’ which include national parks, national forests, and national monuments, environmental zones and other ‘protected areas’. Millions of residents in the western states believe that
these lands belong to the states, and that Washington DC must observe its own legal and Constitutional limitations as stipulated in Article One, Section 8, of the United States Constitution. This
battle is just beginning…The Alaska House of Representatives passed a bill Monday forcing the
federal government to uphold the Alaska Statehood Act’s land transfer entitlement. The legislation transfers ownership of 5.5 million square acres of land back to Alaska, along with an additional 100 million square acres of public land. Designed after Utah’s
House Bill 148, House Bill 155 passed with a vote of 27 to 11. The bill seeks the transfer of the 105.5 million acres of land by Jan. 1, 2017. The original effective
date of the Alaska Statehood Act land transfer was 25 years “after the date of the admission of the State of Alaska into the Union,” per Section 6 of the act. “We’re
long past the 35-year deadline for land transfers ordered by the Statehood Act,” said the bill’s sponsor, House Speaker Mike Chenault. “The federal government
needs to honor the deal, make us whole. Other western states are in the same boat; we’re treated like a park for everyone east of the Mississippi River.”
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Letters to the Editor
Agenda 21 is the Enemy

Agenda 21 is the enemy of the
people, and of the Constitution. People who support Agenda 21, are the
enemy. They want to take us off our
land, and put us in boxes in the Bay
area. Liberal progressives, like those
in Lewiston, are the enemy spies who
report to progressive politicians. They
must be stopped. The enemy is also
in Weaverville, Wendy Tyler, Cole,
Hereyford, Tippet, are all for Agenda
21, and the league of cities, a Soros
organization.
Young people know this; liberal progressives are your enemy. They have
given your social security money to illegal aliens to have, and want to force
you to work until you are 75 years old,
to support them in their office. The
Democrats in California want to give
your money to illegal aliens for free
medical. The Democrats are doing
this by taxing legal working people
to death, and by forcing Obama care
on us, unfairly costing regular working people financial hardships. Your
parents who work in the private sector
are having money they could spend on
you for your benefit, stolen from them
and given to people who do nothing,
illegals, welfare lazies, and social security fraud. Young people, you do
not have a better life, because liberal
progressive democrats are stealing it
from you.
Young people, part of Agenda 21 is
the elimination of medical and recreational marijuana. The UN wants to
send their own troops into our land and
destroy our crops, and force us off our
lands and be their worker slaves. The
UN is the enemy of all free people.
My students shoot targets of helmets
with the letters UN on them. We are
getting ready.
Young people, the environmentalists
are your enemy. They are working with
the UN to try to enact Agenda 21 to try
to remove us from our lands, property,
inheritances, old historic homes, etc.
The environmental groups, Center for
Biological Diversity, Earth First, the
EPA, Sierra Club, all promote Agenda
21, and were bought off by private
timber companies to launch the spotted owl lies, closing US forest land,
based on a lie, to double the profits of
the private timber companies. There
Disclaimer: This paper does not advocate or endorse any activities
that are in violation of Federal, State, or Local laws. Title 17 U.S.C.
section 107: In compliance with Title 17 U.S.C. Section 107, TRINITY GAZETTE is distributed free, without profit to those who have
expressed a prior interest in receiving the included information for
research and educational purposes. All logos and trademarks in this
site are property of their respective owner. FAIR USE NOTICE:
This site contains copyrighted material the use of which has not
always been specifically authorized by the copyright owner. We
are making such material available in our efforts to advance understanding of environmental, political, human rights, economic,
democracy, scientific, and social justice issues, etc. We believe
this constitutes a ‘fair use’ of any such copyrighted material of
US Copyright Law.
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are no spotted owls, they have been bred
out by the Bard owl. The afore mentioned terrorist groups, are not environmentalists, but envirolitigants. They sue
to make their money, as they cannot earn
it in a legal way. Denise Boggs and the
Sucklings are the enemy. They, and their
67 lawyers have destroyed our way of
life by lying to the public, and stealing
the taxpayers money. Prostitutes really,
bought and paid for whores. The private
taxpayer owns the US forest, not envirolitigants, not the Sierra club, not anyone
but the privateers.
Young people; do not buy into the California lie. Develop underground businesses and do not pay taxes. The more
people pay in taxes, the more money
the enemy has. Private businesses, support the resistance to the envirolitigants,
and the agendanistas by not paying taxes where possible, and encourage cash
transactions. I know businesses who
have 2 sets of books, and most sales of
cash are not reported. They also have a
32 hour work week, cash on Fridays.
It is another demonstration of their
stupidity, that of eliminating jobs they
deem polluting. No jobs, no revenue for
the litigants. They are a stupid parasite
by wanting to eliminate taxable income
for them to try to steal. No economy,
no Sucklings. This is why we go to the
32 hour work week, as it lowers our tax
rate, and it gives the employee a raise
on Friday, as no deductions are being
made to feed the pigs at the trough. Vote
conservative children, give yourselves a
chance for freedom, eliminate the threat
to freedom, Apache co. Oregon, here we
come. Boggs, you are stupid.
		
Arnold Ziffle
		
Zenia

Killary

Half Baked
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I wonder, if a conservative couple wanted
a gay baker to make a
wedding cake with guns
on it, would they? Would
the gay bakery deny
them because of the guns
on the cake? Or if they
wanted an NRA symbol?
Or a hunting scene? And
what about if the bakers were part of PETA?
Would they not be allowed to discriminate against conservatives? Have we asked the muzzies what
they would do? Would a muslim shop turn away gays? Would it make the news?
Perhaps an under ground investigation is in order.
				
Anonymous
Rustic Backwoods Morons
Just picked up and read the Trinity Gazette for the first time. I must tell you I
can’t recall ever seeing so much hysterical, hateful and largely incoherent ranting
in a such a small publication before. Your purpose must be to make other newspapers look good by comparison and to make your contributors look like rustic,
backwoods morons. Job well done. Congratulations.
						
S Schuele

Prepping

I just saw someone demonstrate how to reload .22lr casings. Very simple. Just
a thought. We are ready for the storm, genny full and all that. The more you get
ready, the less it rains. If you really really need your chainsaw, and you KNOW
it is very dependable, if you really need it, in the last spring snow, when you are
out, it will not start. Guaranteed, will not start. It will start when the storm is
passed and you don’t need wood for awhile.
Kyle Browning
Mad River

County Dept Heads Get Endless Raises
While Employees Struggle
I have worked for Trinity County in two different departments for the last 23
years. I have been a dedicated, hard-working employee who shows up to work
on time and gives the job 100% while on the clock. I spent 15 years doing
volunteer service during the holidays and spent hundreds of hours of my own
time organizing and promoting the Toys for Tots program in our county. I also
co-chaired a Relay for Life team for 5 years. I have always felt that I have gone
above and beyond, while fulfilling my public service job and I am tired of being
devalued and villainized for what my job choices have been. Until recently I
have, for the most part, felt satisfied with my career choices. Through the last
23 years I have had multiple job offers from State Departments in Sacramento.
Higher pay, faster promotion opportunities, etc. I was never truly interested
as I grew up in Trinity County and love the small town life. Now as I reflect
back and try and understand why the CAO, County Counsel, and the Board of
Supervisors don’t value long term, dedicated employees by denying us a small
2% Cola increase in this year’s memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the
counties general unit which consists of the lowest paying jobs in the county.
In the last two years department heads pay has increased by a net 5% (10%
increase but a 5% decrease for the employee portion of the retirement being
deducted from their salary). With their benefits package and the increase in
PERS contributions they got a nice increase yet the people who are struggling
to make ends meet and many of whom qualify for public assistance for their
families themselves. For the general unit employees of Trinity County the last
COLA increase was 2% back in 2011 but during the 2013 MOU negotiations
the County cut the salaries by 2% by taking 2% of the employee’s salary for the
new PERS law which effectively negated the increase from 2011. Employees are
struggling to survive with what they are making now and I only anticipate the
cost of everything going up in the next two years as that was the earliest (2016)
the county was willing to give the lowest paid class of employees a 2% increase.
The department heads will once again be getting an additional 5% in January

Hey, have you noticed that Hillary dresses just like Mao Ste Tung? Or whatever
it is spelled. Quilted peoples jackets,
and those Walmart pants. And when
she walks, she walks like Kim Il Jung,
arms all flopping around at her sides,
mostly because of her expansive belly.
She is disgusting. One of my 15 year
old students was astonished to learn she
will not collect social security until she
is 75 years old. The reason, I told her,
was democrat progressive liberals want
you to work that long so you pay higher
taxes, and they can live their 5 figure per
month incomes. I told her about agenda
21, and how Hillary and the Warren chic
are supporting this. They want to move
us all to the cities, take our land from us.
The student is starting to see the light. I
also told her the Bamer has helped no one
in our ghettos, our poor, our homeless.
He came from that environment, why
does he not help them? He helps and is
continued pg 6
very generous with illegals, why doesn’t Food State Nation
he help us? He takes your social security In the last 4 years, the nation’s debt
money and gives it to illegals, and if he almost DOUBLED from $9.1 trillion to RECOMMENDED READING
did not, you would have acmore than $18
cess to your money sooner.
trillion (ouch)
I told her the UN wants to
==> Right
stop marijuana use and culnow as you
tivation in all countries, the
UN does not want us to use it
read this, a
for anything, and Hillary and
record 46 milthe Warren chic support this.
lion people are
When you tell the youth the
relying on food
truth, and what is being done
stamps to surto them, they get pissed. Then
vive (up from
they vote TEA party.
19 million just
Your Conservative Recruiter
4 years ago).
Southern Trinity		

For Truth’s sake

When Environmentalists
Take Over, Man-Made
Disasters Occur
by Dr. Fred

C

alifornia environmentalists
would have us believe that
California’s serious problems with
their water drought is due to “climate change.” It was previously
called “global warming” but that
eventually fell flat because the
globe really didn’t appear to be
heating up like Al Gore and the
rest of the environmental nutcases
would like us to believe. In other
words, people were getting wise
to things and were starting to balk
at all the fear and intimidation that
the “green” lobby had been spreading. What to do?
Like any good leftist, rather than
admit defeat while acknowledging that the “science” being used
to determine global warming was
wrong, they simply dug their
heels in deeper. The first step was
to change the name from global
warming to climate change. Who,
in their right mind can argue that
the climate does not change? It
DOES change. We have four seasons each year and some parts of
the U.S. see a greater change than
other areas, but the seasons are
there.
Beyond this, temperatures can
fluctuate from year to year. Just
look at any Farmer’s Almanac and
you will learn that this is often
the case. The earth goes through
cycles as well. Science has told
us we had an ice age, then we had
another age, then we had such and
such an age. The fact that climate
changes should be of no surprise
to anyone.
The left though wanted people to
think that if we weren’t careful,
the earth would overheat itself
(aka global warming) and life itself would be extinguished on this
third rock from the sun. It hasn’t
gone down like that so now the
focus is simply on changing climate, the up and down gyrations
of temperatures that the earth experiences.
Not long ago, Gov. “Moonbeam”
Brown of California went on record stating that the trouble California was having with respect to
water (or lack of it) is solely due to
climate change. Is he right? Frankly, Brown has never really been
right about anything, but I guess
that actually depends upon your
political viewpoint.
But the question really is whether
or not we can sit back and say with
confidence, as Brown has, that the
culprit for California’s water woes
is due to climate change? Personally, I don’t think we can say that
at all. I believe there are far more
pedestrian reasons for California’s
water shortage.
I’ve mentioned before that a technocracy is being built throughout
the world. Its goal is to connect
everything to everything. This
will give technocrats the ability to
control all resources that provide

energy in any form. Essentially, it
puts control of all natural resources
in the hands of “regulators,” who
answer to the technocrats.
California’s water problems are
essentially man-made, but you’ll
never hear anyone on the left agree
with that assessment. If they did
admit it, that would mean that those
who created it are the problem and
by undoing what they’ve done, the
problem will be fixed.
In an article by Malia Zimmerman
(‘Man-made disaster’: Critics say
California drought caused by misguided environment policies), the
fault for California’s water woes is
placed directly in the hands of outof-control environmentalists. They
believe that at all costs, the planet
must be saved even if human beings starve and have to go without
water. Zimmerman’s article is not
the only one of its kind. There are
many, but is anyone who has the
capacity to make changes making them? Not as long as you have
individuals like Gov. Brown who
firmly believes the problem is a direct result of climate change.
“critics, who say the Golden State’s
misguided environmental policies
allow much-needed freshwater to
flow straight into the Pacific.”
Really? But why would they allow
that when people are being affected by it? Beats me. It all sounds so
stupid, doesn’t it? Bonner Cohen,
National Center for Public Policy
Research, stated the following:
“Southern California is an arid
part of the world where droughts
— even severe droughts — are
commonplace, and knowing this,
you’d think the government of
California would have included
this mathematical certainty in its
disaster preparedness planning, but
the government has done nothing,
not even store rain, as the population has continued to grow.”
The problem then – according to
people like Cohen – is that California is not managing its water carefully enough or sometimes, even at
all. Yet, they’ll turn around a create a law (regulation) that will fine
people for taking “long” showers,
to the tune of up to $500.
The other problem has to do with
environmentalists. They have created major problems in California
because they do not believe rainwater water and water run-off should
be stored for human consumption.
They argue that the water doesn’t
get to where it’s supposed to go
when it is stored. Really? Is that
before or after towns, cities, and
metropolises were built?
“Environmentalists have since
stopped the construction of water storage and delivery systems
through legal and political actions.
They have also fought to ensure
that captured water is released into
streams and the ocean — rather
than the water delivery system
— in order to boost fish populations and dilute the salinity of the
delta.”
Environmentalists often think that
fish or even snails deserve greater
measures of protection than people.
They are turning God’s Creation on
its head, putting man at the bottom
of the list.

Essentially, radical environmentalists are killing California’s
economy and making it so that
crops for human consumption
cannot even be grown. I firmly
believe that we need to conserve
and recycle. I also believe we
should all cut back where we can
cut back. The problem with California is that it is making blanket
decisions that favor Delta smelt
over water for crops that feed
people. That’s absurd, but I long
ago stopped trying to figure out
how godless leftists think. It’s
just not worth the headache.
It would appear that the way
these environmentalists are going
about things, they’re not even really helping those fish and other
endangered species they profess
to help.
“Jim Burling of the Pacific Legal Foundation said while water
diversions have not helped endangered fish populations, the
policies are devastating to people,
produce and the economy.
“The plan is not doing anything
for the fish and causing a lot of
pain for farmers and farm workers,” Burling said. “The impact
of these policies on people should
be considered.”
Liberal policies, environmental
regulations, and politics are all
working together to over regulate
(a technocrat’s dream), the state
of California. Environmental
groups have successfully taken
the state of California to court in
order to stop construction of new
dams and reservoirs.
The Democrats have been ruining California for decades and
decades.
“The U.S. House of Representatives passed the legislation in
2013 and 2014, but U.S. Senators
Barbara Boxer and Diane Feinstein, both Democrats from California, refused to sign on to the
GOP plan, and Brown, in charge
of California from 1975 to 1983
and then again since 2011, also
expressed opposition.”
The water crisis in California is
man-made. It could have been
avoided but for liberals/leftists,
who too often cry alligator tears
for illegals and animals, they
seem to care nothing for the average human being. For leftists,
sound policies that balance the
use of resources with the need for
jobs and food is something that
these individuals cannot equate
to. In fact, they have no capacity to even see or understand that
need. They care too much for social issues and smelt than the reality of things like life and death.
Hopefully, the peons in California’s legislature will get their
heads on straight and try to think
about the people of California. It
needs to happen very soon.
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Living in California Now Means Six Fish
Have More Value than People
Dr. Fred

A

ccording to environmentalists, SIX of these are
worth FAR more than nearly 175,000 people!
Consider yourself
insulted while
thirsty.
Everywhere you
look these days,
there are tremendous signs of decay,
corruption, and failure throughout the United States. If
we simply consider large cities alone, every city that has
been controlled by leftists shows serious signs of poverty
and decay. Look at Detroit, Oakland, parts of Chicago,
Los Angeles, and New York City where it appears like
these cities have literally been abandoned. In reality and
in many ways, they have been.
But then we have the entire state of California, which
also appears as though it has been abandoned by thinking
people (well, they DID elect Jerry Brown – TWICE!),
left to those who can think no more logically than a
person addicted to crack. All they want is their next “fix”
and it doesn’t matter how they get it. They simply need
to get it.
For the politicians who have been running what used to
be called the “Golden State,” the same downward trend
exists and has become thoroughly entrenched throughout
the state. The people in control need their “fix,” which
for them, means staying in power; remaining in control.
It doesn’t matter that their control results in destroying
the landscape and economy of California by over regulation so that, as one example, water is becoming such a
precious commodity that if nothing tangible is done, we
may well have what appears to be a West Coast version
of Mad Max. Instead of gas wars though, the wars will
be over water. Think of what the price of water will cost
on the black market. I shudder.
The saddest part of all of this is that it could have been
so readily avoided. But today’s politician doesn’t think
logically or ahead. They only respond to special interest
groups. These groups usually only care about one thing
– their specific agenda. Radical environmentalists long
ago gained enough power to be able to drag politicians to
their side of the table. If the politicians didn’t play ball,
they might be unseated. So, they play. How do you think
people like Dianne Feinstein, Barbara Boxer (retiring
– FINALLY!), and a plethora of other leftwinger politicians have managed to stay in power? You know the
answer as well as I do.
Poor Richard’s News is reporting that the people in
control of California’s water polices have decided that
175,000 human beings aren’t even worth six fish. As the
article points out, we’re not talking about six species of
fish. We are talking about SIX fish in total.
Essentially, here is what is happening.
“National Marine Fisheries Services (NMFS) only
expects 29 out-migrating steelhead a year and that their
plan was to release 30,000 acre feet by the end of April
to help them reach the Delta.”
So what, you might ask? Well, if you’re asking that, you
probably don’t live in California, where I spent 25 years
until about five years ago when we decided it was best to
pick up our lives, load them into the covered wagon and
head east. When we arrived here to Georgia, one of my
first stops after settling in was a gun shop (I’ve always
hated California’s DOJ approved gun list). While at the
gun shop, I mentioned that we had just recently relocated
from California. The gentleman behind the counter stuck
out his hand and brightly proclaimed, “Welcome to the
United States of America!” But I digress…
The problem appears to be that six steel head were a bit
slow to migrate down to the Delta. In order to help out,
so the Bureau of Reclamation ordered South San Joaquin
Irrigation District and Oakdale Irrigation District to release some 15,000 acre feet of water
to help these six steelhead make it to the ocean.
What this means is that the amount of water being released into the ocean because of SIX
steelhead fish could have provided water for 174,301 PEOPLE for ONE year. If that 15,000
foot acre amount is added to the previous 30,000 feet acres of water released, that total
amount of water would service the combined populations of the following cities:

Stockton

Lathrop

Ripon

Escalon

Tracy

Santa Barbara
That’s about 5 BILLION gallons of water! Are you as flabbergasted as I am about this and
continued on page 5

WALKING TALL IN LEWISTON
By Richard Staunton

He’s the only one that will do the job! That’s the
rationale given by the Lewiston Park Mutual Water
Company Board of Directors for not sending operations manager, Wayne Carlson, packing. This writer
met with some residents of Lewiston who are bravely telling some disturbing stories about “business as
usual” at the LPMWC.
One property owner had a contractor build a driveway and prepare a site for a water well on his property. Since the property is located near the waste water
treatment plant, the construction activity was observable by LPMWC personnel. Shortly afterwards, the
property owners were approached by Mr. Carlson at
the local mini mart. Carlson proceeded to accuse
the property owners of preparing to grow marijuana.
He went on to say that those plants use a lot of water
and that the property owners needed to pay him cash
money right now and every month after that “If they
knew what was good for them”. Carlson threatened
to block the property owner’s County well permit.
Threats of rape and other violence against the property owners are routinely shouted from the adjacent
sewer plant by LPMWC employees. This writer
has seen video of one such incident. The property
owner’s well has been contaminated and property
has been flooded by sewage from the plant. The
LPMWC Board of Directors does nothing.
An LPMWC customer was physically assaulted by
Wayne Carlson. When informed that they were calling 911, Carlson threatened to immediately shut off
their water if the sheriff was brought into the matter. The DA was contacted and a complaint filed.
Since the incident, the family has been subjected to
Carlson repeatedly creating a disturbance whenever
he drives past the residence and ongoing sexual harassment of the customer’s disabled wife and teenage son.
An elderly resident has had his life threatened multiple times by Carlson and his associates.
Another customer had his water valves damaged by
LPMWC personnel because they were left trickling
to prevent freezing over the winter. The customer
had the valves replaced by a local plumbing company only to have them damaged again in the spring.
This same customer observed LPMWC personnel
using a water company vehicle to help someone
move. Photos were taken and posted on Facebook.
Threats to the customer followed. A heavy set man
was observed by the customer near his home in a
water company vehicle, brandishing a military type
rifle in view of the customer in a threatening manner.
The customer later discovered that it was Wayne
Carlson. A few months later, the customer caught
Carlson looking into his window in the middle of the
night. The threats and intimidation continue.
Wayne Carlson offered $100 to one customer to put
another customer “in the hospital”.
Most victims of the “Water Nazi” are too afraid to
come forward and speak out. The LPMWC Board
of Directors turns a blind eye because Carlson makes
sure the money keeps rolling in.

CORRUPTION:
BIDS
FOR SALE
Continued from pg 1

upset that they lost the bid and contesting the
bids. In the meantime, McCullough Construction has been told they are the lowest bidder
and therefore has been scheduling other jobs
around starting and doing this job on Wildwood Road. At the Trinity Board of Supervisor meeting, Transportation Dept. head
Rick Tippett stated that he received several
complaints from several firms but couldn’t
give Supervisor Judy Morris a direct answer
to her question if these
contractors questioned
before the bidding date
or was it afterward. Tippett avoided the question with smoke screen
answers going all the
way around the question. Sup. Judy Morris
rephrased the question
3 times and to no avail
still be smoke screened.
The other bidders
use an environmental
Contractor out of Sacramento which drove
up their bid, whereas,
McCullough works on
water shed restoration
in house so therefore he could keep the bid
down. Macky and Dena McCullough, Craig
Blaisdell, Macky’s son and the 2nd lowest
Bidder, Stewart Construction and members
of the public attempted to reason with the
BOS regarding the standard win by the lowest bidder and no one understood why it is
being questioned or why it is to go back to
rebid. Everyone knows each other’s “Sealed
Bid” which is now negated. A member of the
public, Brenda Kelsey, questioned Rick Tippett’s qualifications due to the “Lance Gulch
Project”in which the bridge deckwas built
over 2 feet deep and stated, “...my husband
is retired from building bridges with Operating Engineers and even the I-5 Corridor
didn’t require bridge decks to be 2 feet deep.
That they closed the bid on January 8, at 4:00
p.m. That the integrity of Trinity County is
at stake.”
McCullough Construction was given a letter stating theat their bid was declared “balanced”. She went on to declare,”In my view,
this is setting precedent for all Contractors
to contest every bid process.” The Board of
Supervisors voted to send it back for a rebid.
Speculation is that a lawsuit will insue due
to financial losses by the McCullough group
due to this decision.
Supervisor Keith Groves District 1, recused
himself from the vote. The Supervisors were

On April 14, 2015, inspectors from the California State Water Resources
Control Board conducted a follow up inspection of the LPMWC waste
water treatment facility. Inspectors were there to document LPMWC’s
progress in correcting the violations observed by inspectors in October,
2014. The inspectors met with the LPMWC Board of Directors but were
not available for questions or comments from the shareholders at the water company meeting later that day. The final inspection report won’t be
available for two or three weeks and the details will be addressed in a
future article. Any appropriate enforcement action by the CSWRCB will
be contingent on the results of the inspection report. This begs a few questions. What will the state do? Who is liable for the cost of clean-up and
to bring the facility into compliance with current codes and regulations?
What happens if the facility is declared a public nuisance and shut down?
One can only hope that the State does what’s right for the residents of
Lewiston and all who live down river from the sewer plant. Good folks
of Lewiston, if you are concerned, make your voice heard! Contact your
County Supervisor Keith Groves (http://www.trinitycounty.org), state
assemblyman Jim Wood (http://asmdc.org/members/a02/), state senator
Mike McGuire (http://sd02.senate.ca.gov/), write a letter to the editor of
the Trinity Gazette (www.trinitygazette.net) or the Trinity Journal (trinityjournal@dcacable.net).
Or you could do nothing.
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hung two to two, with Supervisor Judy Morris District 2 and Supervisor Bill Burton District 4, nominating to award the bid to
McCullough Construction, with a yes vote and Supervisor Karl
Fisher District 3 and Supervisor John Fenley District 5, voting
nay. This hung vote went on to another motion, when another
motion of sending it back for rebid was voted in by Supervisors,
Judy Morris, John Fenley and Karl Fisher.
Kelsey personally spoke with John Fenley after this vote and
questioned him as to why he didn’t get on board with awarding the bid to McCullough, Fenley replied, “The County needs
to pay for this mistake and Rick Tippett needs to pay for this
mistake because he doesn’t know what he’s doing, you stated
it correctly when you spoke. The County needs to be sued over
this. It shouldn’t have gotten this far. This County is corrupt.”
He invited Kelsey to
attend more board meetings to actually see what
is going on and voice an
opinion.
At the BOS meeting,
Tippett gave a powerpoint presentation
requesting the BOS to
support additional taxation from taxpayers for
roads. The powerpoint
presentation was part of
a report by a contractor for the Regional
Transportation Planning
Agencies, which is a
statewide collection
of all Transportation
Commissions in California, League of California Cities, and
CSAC. Tippett showed potential new funding sources could
also include:
a. Gas Tax Indexing
b. Increase Sales Tax on Gas
c. Transportation System User Fee
d. Vehicle Miles Traveled Fee.
There appears to be a conflict of interest with Tippett promoting
a Nevada contractor, NCE, who stands to gain millions from
such increased taxation. NCE was heavily involved with the
fiscally disasterous California Redevelopment Agencies across
the state. The California High Court put these redevelopment
agencies out of business saving the taxpayers billions of dollars
and helped to balance the state budget. Now, the entities that
lost that high dollar pipeline like NCE are positioning for a new
money pipeline using proposed mentioned tax increases. Tippett
is either a witless pawn in their new grab for tax dollars or he is
complicit in the new scheme for the redevelopment agencies to
rise from the ashes where they need to stay. All the above mentioned tax schemes will hurt rural communities especially in
counties like Trinity where one has to drive hours to get to the
county seat or to shop in cities like Redding or Eureka. It will
be the poor that will pay for out of state contractors like NCE.
Just as Tippett manuevered a local contractor, born and raised
locally, to lose a bonafide bid, he is now pushing an out of state
corporate grab for billions of dollars. And you get to pay for it.
Everytime. And by the way, League of Cities is a non-governemental organization funded by admitted NAZI collaborator
George Soros. Doesn’t that give you a warm cozy feeling about
where your tax dollars will be going?

Living in California Now Means 6
Fish Have More Value than People
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If you’ve been reading my articles for any length of
time, you know how I feel about technocrats who are
Continued from pg 3
desperately trying to create a technocracy. Controlling
I don’t even live in California? But I have
things like water is all part of their plan. They wish to
friends and family who do. I still care about
over regulate you so you are completely chained by
that state.You just learned that six steelpolicies that were created by technocrats. These aren’t 10,000-year History of
head are more valuable than nearly 175,000
PEOPLE. It should make you severely angry, even LAWS that we’re talking about, but POLICIES.
Marijuana Use
California is a perfect example of the abuse that occurs
but anger alone is not going to get the job
when technocrats are in charge. They use politicians to
done. You have to oust these lifelong leftists
get what they want. They don’t care how it affects you. 1980s Morocco becomes one
who have set up for themselves a very sweet
Their goal is to “save the planet” for future generations. of, if not the largest, hashish producing and exporting
situation. They are in power and they don’t
The problem with that is how those regulations affect nations. “Border hashish” is produced in northwestern
lack for anything because special interest
people living now. Technocrats don’t care about you. Pakistan along the Afghan border to avoid Soviet-Afghan
groups want them to play ball with them.
They’re not interested. Their vision is so myopic that war.
When they do, things are hunky-dory. They
need to be voted out, period. Keep at it. Even- if someone died of thirst in front of them, they would 1985 Hashish is still produced by Muslims of Kashgar
tually, you’ll win. But things are never easy in simply step over the body and sing about how nature and Yarkland in Northwest China. In the U.S. the FDA apCalifornia because the left has had control for had taken its course. Their hypocrisy is on full display proves dronabinol, a synthetic THC, for cancer patients.
1986 President Reagan signed the Anti-Drug Abuse Act,
though when they believe that nature can’t deal with
so long. The best way to start chipping away
reinstating mandatory minimums and raising federal penSIX
fish.
They
believe
they
must
give
nature
a
helping
at things is at the local level, where you live.
alties for possession and distribution and officially begins
hand
by
releasing
thousands
of
foot
acres
of
water
for
Find out who is on your city council and find
SIX fish, while thousands of people go without water. the U.S. international “war on drugs.”
out where they stand on the issues. What do
1987 Moroccan government cracks down upon Cannabis
they think about the water shortage? What are By the way, that’s “emotional virtue” (aka political
cultivation in lower elevations of the Rif Mountains.
correctness,
aka
Cultural
Marxism),
at
work,
which
they going to do about it? Are they going to
is based not on absolute truth, but on how people feel 1988 U.S. DEA administrative law Judge Francis Young
kowtow to Sacramento or are they willing to
finds, after thorough hearings, that marijuana has a clearly
about things. Feelings change. Truth doesn’t.
stand up TO the failed policies of Sacramenestablished medical use and should be reclassified as a
Something
needs
to
be
done
and
to
the
people
of
Calito? If they won’t, then get someone who will
fornia who honestly want beneficial change, my heart prescriptive drug. His recommendation is ignored.
do what is best for the citizens.
goes out to you. Hang in there. You may yet overcome. 1992 In reaction to a surge of requests from AIDS patients
If these elected officials do things that are
for medical marijuana, the U.S. government closes the
illegal, then citizens should get together and
Compassionate Use program. That same year the pharmaceutical medication dronabinol is approved for AIDSwasting syndrome.
1993 Cannabis eradication efforts resume in Morocco.
continued from pg 1
1994 Border hashish still produced in Pakistan. Heavy
cannabis use. Dr. Laurence Badgley, a graduate of Yale University of Medicine and previously fighting between rival Muslim clans continues to upset
the tour phusician for the Rolling Stones and Led Zeppelin in the 1970s, spoke on the use of hashish trade in Afghanistan.
cannabis to treat cancer, fibromyalgia and epilepsy in patients. Dr. Badgley is studying the dos- 1995 Introduction of hashish-making equipment and apages that are being used by patients. He noted that most medicinal cannabis is ingested rather pearance of locally produced hashish in Amsterdam coffee
than inhaled and that medicinal cannabis often requires concentrated forms in order to be ef- shops.
fective. The next stakeholder meeting for Trinity will once again take place at the Strawhouse 1996 California (the first U.S. state to ban marijuana use,
Resort at noon on May 30th with refreshments to be served. The public is invited. Speakers see 1915) became the first U.S. State to then re-legalize
medical marijuana use for people suffering from AIDS,
will include legal counsel on water rights and updates on the formation of a countywide coopcancer, and other serious illnesses. A similar bill was
erative. For more information, call (650) 296-2169.
passed in Arizona the same year. This was followed by the
passage of similar initiatives in Alaska, Colorado, Maine,
Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Washington, Washington
D.C., Hawaii, Maryland, New Mexico, Rhode Island, and
Vermont.
1997 The American Office of National Drug Control
Policy commissioned the Institute of Medicine (IOM) to
conduct a comprehensive study of the medical efficacy
of cannabis therapeutics. The IOM concluded that cannabis is a safe and effective medicine, patients should have
access, and the government should expand avenues for
research and drug development. The federal government
completely ignored its findings and refused to act on its
recommendations.

Hemp
History

Upbeat Downriver
Stakeholder Meeting

The U.S. Has The
World’s Largest
Prison Population
by far -- largely
fed by the war on
drugs -- at 500 per
100,000 people

California Dumps a Trillion Gallons

continued from page 1

process, doing severe damage to our country.
California is dumping a trillion gallons of fresh Water in
the ocean. Only liberals would declare a water shortage
disaster after spending years dumping good, fresh water
into the ocean to protect a non-endangered bait fish. For
years now, the southern 1/3 of the beautiful San Joaquin
Valley’s farmland has been turned into a “man-made”
dust bowl. The water is being allowed to just run off the
mountains, through the river system, through the delta,
and out into the ocean. The water is being reserved for
the little Delta Smelt, a three inch bait fish, that is not
endangered species list. Now, California is in the midst
of a drought. As the Governor institutes water emergency
rules, they just let all that water just keep pouring into the
ocean. Unbelievable! The I-5 San Joaquin Valley corridor
is marked with signs begging Nancy Pelosi to turn the
water on. Sean Hannity hosted a full show from Hanford,
CA to highlight the problem. Phone calls and letters from
all over the country have been sent to try to fix this situation. Comedian Paul Rodriguez, co-chair of Latino Water
Coalition, crosses the state working to remove the environmental protection on the Delta smelt. Today the San
Joaquin Valley is being transformed into a dust bowl.

County Dept Heads Get Endless Raises
While Employees Struggle
Continued from pg 2

2015.Since 2011 my rent has increased by 11%.
Both the water district and electrical companies
have increased their rates and fees. Insurance costs
have increased, medical, food, gasoline, prescriptions. What hasn’t increased? Our wages!
I used to love shopping locally but with the shrinking
value of my paycheck I find that I cannot do as much
shopping as I used to. So not only am I struggling but
so are many of the local merchants that I used to be
able to frequent. How long can they hang on? How
long can we hang on? It seems to me that increasing the employee’s salaries a small percentage would
only benefit all. Are the rank and file employees so
less worthy then the department heads? If so why
and how? I am tired of the elected officials demonizing the public service worker (we are not servants).
The rank and file employees are not the ones who
make the decisions that get our county in trouble
with bad decisions that rile the public. Nor are we
the ones that make the financial decisions that affect
the county negatively but we are certainly the ones to
pay the price for those decisions. We aren’t the ones
who put in a couple miles of road for millions of dollars that no one wants. We didn’t saddle the county
with millions of dollars of debt due to a poorly ran
hospital by a highly over paid CAO but we certainly
are the ones who are paying the price and have been
paying the price for years now. Both financially and
in the public eye. The same year our pay was cut by
2% we were told that the county was going broke and
that is why we could not get a 2% COLA increase,
let alone a match for what they were cutting from our
pay. Imagine how it felt to know that the department
heads got a 5% increase, then again last January, and
then again this January. Broke, really? Wish I was
that broke. During this “broke” period departments
have been downsized to the barest bone and skeletal
staff (the flu can devastate some offices). The work
didn’t go away. The remaining staff simply picked
up the extra work without any extra compensation.
We all understood and have carried on like the good
little public workers we are. Many of these workers can’t receive any type of raise without a COLA
and have been working for the same pay for years
as their workload has increased. Some departments
simply changed titles to management to give their
employee’s raises and could be a little heavy with
managerial staff and fewer worker bees. Do county
offices really need 5 managerial positions in a staff
of 7, 2 in a staff of 3? Maybe less cream and more
milk might make the county coffers fair a little better? The “Trickle Down” philosophy hasn’t worked.
Let’s try a new one, the “Trickle Up” philosophy.
Give us decent pay and fair treatment and we will
be able to afford to shop more locally. I for one am
ready to frequent my favorite little stores again. I
have tightened my belt so much during the last few
years that it is worn and needs to be replaced as I
could only afford the one. I have heard people grumble that we should be grateful for our jobs. Why,
without the government jobs in this county there
wouldn’t be enough economy stimulated to support
this county. The schools would close and the stores
would close. People complain about the prices now.
Look around and see who is supporting your businesses. The mill employees alone cannot stimulate
the economy needed for growth in this community.
Please stop villianizing the public service workers,
they are your neighbors, friends, relatives, and customers. We are proud of the work that we perform
and are each dedicated to doing our jobs in the best
possible way that we can. Why should we feel less
for who we’ve chosen to perform a service? Be it a
public service or a private service a person should be
treated fairly in all aspects of the job they perform including pay. Even Social Security is giving COLA’s
again and minimum wages have gone up, but not our
wages!
Diane Darrah Weaverville

The Man Who Fired The
Shot Heard ‘Round The
World By Chuck Baldwin

Sunday, April 19, is rightly identified as “Patriots’ Day.” In truth, April 19, 1775, should be
regarded as important a date to Americans
as July 4, 1776. It’s a shame that we don’t
celebrate Patriots’ Day as enthusiastically as
we do Independence Day. It’s even more
shameful that many Americans don’t remember what happened on this day back in 1775.
This was the day the “shot heard ’round the
world” was fired. It was the day America’s
War for Independence began. Being warned
of approaching British troops by Dr. Joseph
Warren (who dispatched Paul Revere to
Lexington and Concord with the news), Pastor Jonas Clark alerted his male congregants
at the Church of Lexington that the British
army was on its way to seize the colonists’
weapons and to arrest Sam Adams and
John Hancock. Both men had taken refuge
in Pastor Clark’s home with about a dozen of
the pastor’s men guarding the house. Other
men from the congregation (around 75-80 in
number) stood with their muskets on Lexington Green when over 800 British troops
appeared before them at barely the break
of day. According to eyewitnesses, British
soldiers opened fire on the militiamen without
warning (the British command to disperse
and the British opening salvo of gunfire were
simultaneous), immediately killing eight of
Pastor Clark’s parishioners. In self defense,
the Minutemen took cover and returned fire.
These were the first shots of the Revolutionary War. Again, this took place on Lexington
Green, which was located in the shadow of
the church-house where those men worshipped each Sunday. The men that were
guarding Adams and Hancock escorted them
out of harm’s way shortly before the troops
arrived. Without a doubt, the heroic efforts
of Pastor Clark and his brave Minutemen at
the Church of Lexington saved the lives of
Sam Adams and John Hancock. And eight
of those brave men gave their lives protecting two men who became two of America’s
greatest Founding Fathers. But, mind you,
Jonas Clark and his men are as important
to the story of America’s independence as
any of our Founding Fathers. According to
Pastor Clark, these are the names of the
eight men who died on Lexington Green on
that fateful April morning: Robert Munroe,
Jonas Parker, Samuel Hadley, Jonathan
Harrington, Jr., Isaac Muzzy, Caleb Harrington, and John Brown, all of Lexington,
and one Mr. Porter of Woburn. By the time
the British troops arrived at the Concord
Bridge, hundreds of colonists had amassed
a defense of the bridge. A horrific battle took
place, and the British troops were routed and
soon retreated back to Boston. America’s
War for Independence had begun. Yes,
ladies and gentlemen, these two elements of
American history are lost to the vast majority of historians today: 1) it was attempted
gun confiscation by the British troops that
ignited America’s War for Independence, and
2) it was a pastor and his flock that mostly
comprised the “Minutemen” who fired the
shots that started our great Revolution. With
that thought in mind, I want to devote today’s
column to honoring the brave preachers of
Colonial America--these “children of the
Pilgrims,” as one Colonial pastor’s descendent put it.
It really wasn’t that long ago. However, with
the way America’s clergymen act today, one
would think that preachers such as James
Caldwell, John Peter Muhlenberg, Joab
Houghton, and Jonas Clark never existed.
But they did exist; and without them, this
country we call the United States of America
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would not exist. Caldwell was a Presbyterian; Muhlenberg was a Lutheran; Houghton was a Baptist; and no one really seems to know what
denomination (if any) Jonas Clark claimed. But these men had one thing
in common (besides their faith in Jesus Christ): they were all ardent
patriots who participated in America’s War for Independence; and in the
case of Jonas Clark, actually ignited it. James Caldwell was called “The
Rebel High Priest” or “The Fighting Chaplain.” Caldwell is most famous
for the “Give ’em Watts!” story. During the Springfield (New Jersey)
engagement, the colonial militia ran out of wadding for their muskets.
Quickly, Caldwell galloped to the Presbyterian church, and returning with
an armload of hymnals, threw them to the ground, and hollered, “Now,
boys, give ’em Watts!” He was referring to the famous hymn writer, Isaac
Watts, of course. The British hated Caldwell so much, they murdered his
wife, Hannah, in her own home, as she sat with her children on her bed.
Later, a fellow American was bribed by the British to assassinate Pastor Caldwell--which is exactly what he did. Americans loyal to the Crown
burned both his house and church. No less than three cities and two
public schools in the State of New Jersey bear his name today.
John Peter Muhlenberg was pastor of a Lutheran church in Woodstock,
Virginia, when hostilities erupted between Great Britain and the American colonies. When news of Bunker Hill reached Virginia, Muhlenberg
preached a sermon from Ecclesiastes chapter three to his congregation. He reminded his parishioners that there was a time to preach and
a time to fight. He said that, for him, the time to preach was past and it
was time to fight. He then threw off his vestments and stood before his
congregants in the uniform of a Virginia colonel. Muhlenberg was later
promoted to brigadier-general in the Continental Army, and later, major general. He participated in the battles of Brandywine, Germantown,
Monmouth, and Yorktown. He went on to serve in both the US House of
Representatives and US Senate.
Joab Houghton was in the Hopewell (New Jersey) Baptist Meeting House
at worship when he received the first information regarding the battles at
Lexington and Concord. His great-grandson gives the following eloquent
description of the way he treated the tidings: “[M]ounting the great stone
block in front of the meeting-house, he beckoned the people to stop. Men
and women paused to hear, curious to know what so unusual a sequel
to the service of the day could mean. At the first, words a silence, stern
as death, fell over all. The Sabbath quiet of the hour and of the place
was deepened into a terrible solemnity. He told them all the story of the
cowardly murder at Lexington by the royal troops; the heroic vengeance
following hard upon it; the retreat of Percy; the gathering of the children
of the Pilgrims round the beleaguered hills of Boston; then pausing, and
looking over the silent throng, he said slowly, ‘Men of New Jersey, the
red coats are murdering our brethren of New England! Who follows me
to Boston?’ And every man in that audience stepped out of line, and
answered, ‘I!’ There was not a coward or a traitor in old Hopewell Baptist
Meeting-House that day.” (Cathcart, William. Baptists and the American
Revolution. Philadelphia: S.A. George, 1876, rev. 1976. Print.)
Jonas Clark - As I said at the beginning of this column, Jonas Clark was
pastor of the Church of Lexington, Massachusetts, on April 19, 1775, the
day that British troops marched on Concord with orders to arrest Sam
Adams and John Hancock and to seize a cache of firearms. It was Pastor
Clark’s male congregants who were the first ones to face-off against the
British troops as they marched through Lexington. When you hear the
story of the Minutemen at the Battle of Lexington, remember those Minutemen were Pastor Jonas Clark and the men of his congregation.On the
one-year anniversary of the Battle of Lexington, Clark preached a sermon
based upon his eyewitness testimony of the event. He called his sermon,
“The Fate of Blood-Thirsty Oppressors and God’s Tender Care of His
Distressed People.” His sermon has been republished by Nordskog Publishing under the title, “The Battle of Lexington, A Sermon and Eyewitness
Narrative, Jonas Clark, Pastor, Church of Lexington.” In the Introduction to the book, Gerald Nordskog writes this about Pastor Clark: “As the
pastor of the church at Lexington, he typically gave four sermons a week,
written out and orally presented--nearly 2200 sermons in his lifetime.
His preaching was vigorous in style, animated in manner, instructive in
matter, and delivered with uncommon energy and zeal, with an agreeable
and powerful voice. His sermons were rarely less than an hour, often
more.” Nordskog then quotes the Rev. William Ware, who wrote the following a little less than one hundred years after the Battle of Lexington:
“It can be regarded only as a singularly happy circumstance that, as Lexington was to be the place where resistance to the power of England was
first to occur, and the great act of a declaration of war first to be made
by the act of the people in the blood to be there shed, making the place
forever famous in history, the minister of Lexington should have been a
man of the principles, character, courage, and energy of Mr. Clark.
“It can be regarded he was eminently a man produced by the times-more than equal to them; rather a guide and leader. All his previous life,
his preaching, his intercourse and conversation among the people had
been but a continued and most effectual preparation for the noble stand
taken by his people on the morning of the 19th of April, 1775. The militia
on the Common that morning were the same who filled the pews of the
meetinghouse on the Sunday morning before, and the same who hung
upon the rear of the retreating enemy in the forenoon and throughout the
day. They were only carrying the preaching of the many previous years
into practice. http://www.renewamerica.com/columns/baldwin

What is Compost,
and Why should
You use it?

As for the what, take a walk into the forest. Look
at what you are walking on. There are dead leaves
and needles on top of partly decayed dead leaves
and needles. Under that may be punky, rotten
wood or tree bark. Farther down still you can find
a thin black layer of spongy, fertile topsoil covering the heavy red clay subsoil beneath everything.
If your subsoil is not deep, you may be able to
dig down to bedrock, which around here is either
granite or shale. The reddish color of the clay tells
you the soil is high in iron. Oak trees, along with
firs and pines, drop leaf litter that is acidic. Oak
trees have high levels of tannic acid, fir and pine
needles contain a lot of ascorbic acid (vitamin C).
These acids contribute to the decay of the leaves
and bark. In nature, this decay can take many
years. Typically, nature builds about 2 millimeters
of topsoil each year in this way.
It is normal and natural for once-living things to
decay. Left outside on or in the ground, organic
material eventually decays and its nutrients become available to living plants. This is a highly
simplified story about compost. Even a tree,
buried in the soil will eventually rot and result in
fertile soil. So why not just bury trees?
When organic material that is high in carbon, such
as wood, dried leaves, straw, rice hulls or any other dried, usually brownish material decomposes,
the carbon feeds soil microbes which explode in
population. This type of microbe uses nitrogen to
decompose and sterilize the brown carbon material. After the decomposition process is complete,
the microbes experience a die-off and the now
rotted material returns to the soil both the carbon
and the nitrogen that the microbes were using. If
it takes a year for the carbon material to rot down,
the nitrogen available in the soil will be tied up
and unavailable to plant life during that year.
So-called scientific composting methods balance the quantities of carbon and nitrogen so that
the rotting process proceeds much faster than if
material is just thrown on the ground and left. A
well-built properly constructed compost heap can
produce usable compost in as little as three weeks,
under optimal conditions. Usable compost in three
weeks! How hard is this going to be?
It turns out that in order to make ‘fast’ compost,
you need (1) carbonaceous or ‘brown’ organic
material; (2) nitrogen-rich or ‘green’ material,
such as animal manure, grass clippings, fresh
green leaves or freshly pulled weeds; and (3)
beneficial soil microbes to do the work. The way
the material is handled can help it to rot faster. For
example, chopping or shredding everything into
small pieces makes it easier for the soil microbes
to access all of this organic material. Building the
pile in alternating layers, with soil sprinkled into
the heap introduces soil microbes into the heap
and has both carbon and nitrogen available to the

hard-working little critters. Watering and turning the
heap also aids decomposition, as will an appropriate
balance of carbon to nitrogen.
In addition to providing you with high-quality compost to fertilize your plants, compost heaps recycle
organic material that otherwise often winds up in
landfills, or becomes a smelly neighborhood nuisance. These are some motivations for making compost. In future articles we will discuss the optimal
compost heap, possible configurations for a heap and
possible materials to use. We will discuss introducing soil amendments and even producing your own.
Don’t worry if you don’t have everything on the list
– you can still compost, it just may take longer for
your heap to rot.

Georgia Governor
Deal Signs Medical
Cannabis Order

By Claire Simms

ATLANTA - Surrounded by lawmakers and
families who have fought to legalize medical
cannabis in Georgia, Governor Nathan Deal
signed an executive order Friday to help expedite the process.
Lawmakers passed HB 1, Haleigh’s Hope Act,
this week. The bill gives patients immunity
from prosecution if they register with the state
to possess CBD oil. That oil must contain less
than five percent THC, the psychoactive ingredient in marijuana that makes users feel a high.
The bill’s namesake, Haleigh Cox, and her
mother Janea Cox attended the news conference. Mrs. Cox said the legislation will allow
them to move home from Colorado, where
they took up residence as medical refugees last
year.
“Colorado’s been good to us, but Georgia’s
home,” said Cox. “Georgia’s definitely home.”
Cox noted her daughter, who suffers from a
seizure disorder, has seen incredible improvement while using the cannabis oil.
“It’s done wonders for her--going from 200+
seizures a day and on her death bed to a smiling, happy girl who says words now and looks
us in the eye and lets us know she’s in there.
So, it just means the world to us,” Cox explained.
The state Medical Composite Board must now
create a form that patients will use to get certification from their doctors that they qualify
for a medical cannabis registration card. Those
cards will be issued by the state Department of
Public Health.

One Woman’s Point of View: Asking Questions
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DuPont Acquires Calif
Biologicals Firm

Brownfield Ag News-- DuPont is expanding its capabilities in the area of biologicals. The company
announced Wednesday that it will acquire Taxon
Biosciences, a California-based microbiome discovery
company. In a news release, DuPont says the acquisition “will build on DuPont’s in-house capabilities and
unparalleled market access in both seed and crop protection to discover and commercialize biological solutions for agriculture customers globally”. Crop biologicals include microbes, plant extracts, and other natural
substances used to control pests and improve plant
health, quality and yield. In 1999, DuPont became the
largest seed company and producer of hybrid seeds
used in production of genetically modified corn and
soy. DuPont is among the top four biotech companies
that produce 100% of genetically modified seeds and
60% of the world’s pesticides. The other three biotech
companies are Monsanto, Syngenta and Bayer. These
top biotech companies are also the largest producers of
pesticides in the world. The farmers get subsidy from
the government to produce GMO soybeans and corn.

CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT AGAINST
MONSANTO FILED IN LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES - A class action claims Monsanto falsely
advertised that Roundup (glyphosate), the world’s most
popular weed-killer, targets an enzyme not found in humans, in Superior Court. “Monsanto’s Roundup linked
to cancer,” wrote Jeff Ritterman, MD: “Roundup is now
heavily sprayed in what is known as the ‘Soy Republic’,
an area of Latin America larger than the state of California. This region has undergone a profound transformation since genetically modified (GM) crops were first introduced in 1996. Some 125 million acres in Argentina,
Brazil, Bolivia, Uruguay, and Paraguay are now devoted
to GM soy production.“Dr. Medardo Avila Vazquez, a
pediatrician specializing in environmental health, explained his concerns:“The change in how agriculture is
produced has brought, frankly, a change in the profile of
diseases. We’ve gone from a pretty healthy population to
one with a high rate of cancer, birth defects, and illnesses
seldom seen before. What we have complained about for
years was confirmed and especially what doctors say
about the sprayed towns and areas affected by industrial
agriculture. Cancer cases are multiplying as never before
in areas with massive use of pesticides.’

By Yvonne Storkey

They say conversation is a lost art, but whatever happened to the fine practice of asking questions during conversation? I have noticed recently, talking
with different people, that many people seem to think that the purpose of conversation is to deliver a personal monologue. They will give you their complaints,
issues, triumphs, activity list and/or wish list, and then it stops. I was always taught that conversation is an exchange of ideas. It seems to have turned into one
person only waiting (or not!) for the other to finish so that they can deliver their own monologue about themselves.
This may sound esoteric, or picky, but to me it is a symptom of a much bigger social problem. People become dug into their own concerns so deeply that
they cannot see beyond their own narrow horizon and issues any more. People become so entrenched in their own little world, they forget they are part of a larger
community, and there is a big wide world out there. Every human being has a lifetime of unique experiences, and their own stories to tell. We are all worth listening to.
Simple, childlike curiosity - by which I do not mean gossip, or interfering in other peoples’ lives - is what brought us down from the trees, eventually led
to the extraordinary technological achievements some take for granted these days. What if a human being could travel faster than her legs can carry her? What if
we could fly? What if we could send a man to the moon? Questions can take us to all sorts of unexpected places, in matters both big and small. Without shaking
your life up with questions, the power of the comfort zone is such that instead of growing, learning and evolving, human beings can end up living the same one
year’s way of doing and thinking for year after year,, until decades of rut and sameness have passed unnoticed.
Asking questions can help people to keep an open mind, and in that way help mitigate bigotry and small-mindedness. Once you have heard some of the
astounding stories people have, it becomes less easy to make generalizations, take sides, or judge lifestyles - ‘that’s ok, that isn’t ok’. Of course, we do not have to
agree with all we hear, or even approve it: that is the essence of the Constitution after all, that we are all free to seek happiness, in whatever form that takes for us.
Asking questions should be fun! There are truly more things on heaven and earth than we can dream of. Why limit our minds? Let them soar!
Sister to the art of asking questions is the art of active listening: you cannot ask relevant questions if you are not listening to what the other person is saying. I do not know if the lack of listening skills pandemic today stems from arrogance, thinking we alone have something worth saying; a need to appear important by our words; laziness; or simply lack of imagination that anyone else could have something to add. Whatever the cause, it demonstrates a troubling lack of
respect and intelligence. We were given two ears and one mouth: we should use them in proportion.
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CANNABIS STAKEHOLDER MEETING

MAY 30th - strawhouse - big flat - food & drink served
ATTEND TO HAVE A VOICE IN THE future legalization &
regULATION of cannabis how it aFfects you &
YOUR COMMUNITY - cALIFORNIA canNabis voice TRINITY

call for details: 650-296-2169

Sugar Pine Mine, Oregon and Oath Keepers:
Official Call To Action
By Dr. Fred

of mandatory regulations by the federal government. Some argue that it was not the Obama
ou know what I think of when I see the
administration directly that caused the closure
initials for Bureau of Land Management
of the plant. Unfortunately, it was the EPA and
(BLM)? I’ll let you fill in the blank…
other agencies under the Obama administration
Things are still problematic in Oregon, conthat created a situation that ultimately closed the
cerning the Sugar Pine Mine. Oath Keepers
plant. The two are connected. This also has a
have officially called for a rally outside the
connection to Agenda 21. Interestingly enough,
Bureau of Land Management offices at the
there are actual Democrats who are opposed to
request of the Sugar Pine Mine owners.
Agenda 21.
“”We are calling on all miners, loggers, farm- Even though Herod the Great is credited with
ers/ranchers and freedom lovers everywhere
building the Temple during Jesus’ day, in actuwho are tired of government abuse to tell the
ality, it was the people who did the labor that
BLM … that they are sick to death of the way built it. Herod designed it and made it possible.
that they have been conducting themselves,”
The same applies to President Obama. Under
the Sugar Pine Mine website said.”
his administration, the EPA and other agencies
Here is the reality that many are simply not
have become far more aggressive through over
seeing. Under the Obama administration, the
regulation in order to accomplish their goals
attacks on America’s economy have been solid – putting nature above people. President Obama
and consistent. Under the guise of “climate
could easily have stopped these things because
change” or “environmental protection,” the
we are talking about policies not law. The fact
Obama administration (like others before it)
that he did not, along with the fact that he perhas made sweeping changes to law and policy sonally appointed radical individuals to highly
with respect to mine operations.
powerful places within the federal government
The last lead smelting plant America was
ultimately makes him responsible. That is true
closed down not long ago due to over regulaof every administration.
tion by the Environmental Protection Agency
If you are in the Sugar Pine (Oregon) area and
(EPA). These additional policies (not laws),
wish to participate, it would be best to contact
made it cost-prohibitive to continue. Without
Oath Keepers.
changing one official law, the Obama adminThe rally information is as follows:
istration successfully destroyed an aspect of
When: Thurs, April 23, 12:00 Noon
America’s economy.
Where: BLM Office, 3040 Biddle Road MedThe Obama administration has done the same ford, Oregon
with miners in Pennsylvania and elsewhere
This whole situation is very tragic. For generaby using the same process of over regulation.
tions, miners have been a necessary part of
This is how a technocracy works. It is a system America’s economy and infrastructure. But now
controlled by technocrats, who use “regulathat the elite see no further need for miners or
tors” to overpower an existing system in order mines, their desire is to close as many mines as
to change that system into something else. The possible, putting good people out of decent jobs.
“something else” is more to the liking of the
This is President Obama’s legacy. Though many
technocrats.
“part-time” and “government” jobs have been
Ultimately, when we see these things happen- created, it has done nothing for the economy.
ing, we know that the elite is working diliGovernment jobs do not put anything back into
gently behind the scenes as the puppet masters the economy because those positions are paid
(with politicians and others being the puppets), with taxes from Americans. The only jobs that
in order to make the changes in society they
actually put something back into the economy
want to make.
are those created by businesses. Businesses proWe know with the lead smelting operation, it
vide jobs based on the product or service they
went out of business due to an over abundance sell. Consumers (and other businesses) have the

Y

option of purchasing that company’s products or
not.
Government jobs simply add to the burgeoning
debt that is America. Every time the government
enlarges itself, it does so by taking more money
from taxpayers without putting anything back
into the economy at all.
Today, millions upon millions are out of work in
America. Many are not even counted as part of
the “job force” because their benefits ran out a
long while ago and they have stopped even trying
to look for a job. With those numbers not included in national unemployment figures, things
don’t appear as bad as they are. President Obama
doesn’t mind either.
With the situation amping up a bit at the Sugar
Pine Mines, we all need to realize that the left’s
attack on America’s economy has not let up and
likely won’t. The miners are using every legal
avenue at their disposal to fight the encroachment of the government. We can only hope their
perseverance pays off.

